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NIBE’S OWN LENA MÅRDH
BEATS THE DESIGN COMPANIES
TEN YEARS OF VARIABLE-SPEED
CONTROL
SOLAR – HOTTER THAN EVER
HALF A MILLION HEAT PUMPS
FROM MARKARYD, SWEDEN

NIBE F2120 IS HERE

– SCOP OVER 5.0!

K JELL EKERMO TAKES THE FLOOR

I believe it was August Strindberg who
said: “By attempting the impossible one
can attain the highest level of the possible”.
KJELL EKERMO
BUSINESS AREA MANAGER
FOR NIBE ENERGY SYSTEMS

500,000 HEAT PUMPS

I

t took the manufacturing industry several years, but we
are finally there!
An air source heat pump able to reach a Seasonal Coefficient of Performance (SCOP) above 5.0 is absolutely unique
and will be difficult to surpass. Plus, with up to 65 degrees
flow temperature and an incredible 63 degrees at an outdoor air temperature of minus 25 degrees. Our brand new,
high-performance product generation NIBE F2120 is being
unveiled at the upcoming Nordbygg Trade Fair in Stockholm.
There is no high-quality product that we know of in the
entire international market that is more effective, quieter, or
easier to install, and with such a high-performance operating range. The fact that it is also inverter driven, stylishly
designed and can supply cooling, makes it an even more
impressive package. With the broad range of accessories
available, there are many options for increased business and
even more satisfied end customers.
After several years of product development and a great
deal of help from our highly qualified test laboratories in
Markaryd and Germany, we are taking our biggest ever step
in the air source heat pump market.
I believe it was August Strindberg who said: “By attempting the impossible one can attain the highest level of the
possible”.

We were all rather nervous about the effect the reduction
in the RMI tax deduction from the start of the year would
have on the heat pump sector. Two months into the year we
can see that the total market has grown by another 6 per
cent. And this is on top of excellent results the previous year,
with overall growth in terms of the number of units totalling
18.3 per cent (air/air source heat pumps excluded). It is true,
several actors have compensated, in one way or another, for
the negative effect of RMI on the end customer but the construction of new small houses and the interest in heat pumps
are still on the increase. There is every reason to prepare for
an intensive early summer period and an even busier autumn
season. NIBE Energy Systems promises full support for deliver,
quality, service and sales support.
With tentative steps, as previously reported,
NIBE’s first heat pump was introduced in 1981. It was an
exhaust air heat pump which we called Fighter Twin. It consisted of two 600mm modules. Last year the number of heat
pumps manufactured and supplied by Markaryd surpassed
half a million. The annual volume of production was not as
high during the first two decades, but it has grown considerably over a 15-year period.

WILL WE SEE YOU AT NORDBYGG? We will be exhibiting the
most comprehensive products we currently have, offering
in heat pumps, ventilation, water heating, energy recovery,
refrigeration, solar energy, smart homes and much, much
more. We decided long ago to make NORDBYGG the event
of the year for our highest priority collaborators – installation
engineers and wholesalers.

See you at Nordbygg!
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“Reaching over 5.0 SCOP
is a great feeling”

NIBE F2120 IS HERE
– SCOP OVER 5.0!

Photos: Sven Persson

Not so many years ago air/water heat pumps were seen as a second-choice
solution for those who could not or did not want to drill into the ground.
Much has changed since then, and it is now an ever growing sector giving
competitors a run for their money on all levels. But the new NIBE F2120 is
taking everything one step further. The measured values are in a class of
their own!
>>
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NIBE F2120
A BREAKTHROUGH
IN EFFICIENCY
SCOP VALUE BETTER THAN 5,0
UP TO 65 °C SUPPLY TEMPERATURE
63 °C SUPPLY TEMPERATURE
AT AS LOW AS –25 °C
SELF-ADJUSTING CONTROL SYSTEM
MEANS TRUE
PLUG-AND-PLAY INSTALLATION
3-PHASE CONNECTION
FOR ALL AVAILABLE SIZES
SILENT FAN WITH INTELLIGENT
REGULATOR

NIBE F2030/F2300 WERE the heat pumps which originally made
the air/water sector become a force to be reckoned with – even
under harsh operating conditions and in large buildings. A
hard-working machine with the extraordinary capacity and the
best possible quality of defrosting and condensation water runoff.
Now we have the all new NIBE F2120. It is made for the same
types of discerning users, but achieves so much more.
“Air/water pumps are perhaps the area where development
has been the most rapid over the past few years,” says Michael
Lindahl, product manager for the segment at NIBE.
“When we launched the F2030 and F2300 a year or so ago it
was a really great feat to develop an air/water heat pump which
could work down to –25 °C. Now we are going a step further
and launching a professional product which manages to deliver
very high flow temperatures even if it is very cold outside – with
inverter control.

EXPERT NEWS
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Essential facts
about the new
NIBE F2120
4 sizes:
F2120-8, 12, 16 & 20
Sound power level: 53dB(A)
Heating supply: up to +65 °C
Cooling supply: down to +7 °C
Lowest operating temperature:
–25 °C

IT IS WELL KNOWN THAT inverter control saves energy and is more durable.
However, at the same time it is technically complex, especially in this case
where, for the first time, it is combined with EVI (Economised Vapour
Injection). EVI reduces the discharge
temperature while at the same time
increasing the heating capacity.
“We have achieved truly significant
energy saving with a product that also
has an extremely low noise level,” says
Michael.
“Above all, we have very good values
at low outside temperatures and high
flow temperatures. For people with
large houses which previously had a gas
or oil boiler there are fantastic new possibilities. Even for people far up north.”
NIBE F2120 COULD not have been

developed without NIBE’s unique hightech climate lab. It has enabled us to
experiment with the products in real
cold temperatures and with different
humidities.
“We have invested a lot and it is
paying off in product development and
quality assurance,” says Michael.
“We have been able to expose the
prototypes to –25 °C for extended
periods, rain storms and heat waves to
see what really happens. That is one
of the reasons why we have achieved
such fantastic results with our solution
for defrosting and condensation water
runoff.
“Each and every detail we discussed
at the drawing boards has been exposed
to the worst winter conditions in real
life before we take it further. This gives
us practical knowledge which few others
have.”
THE NEW NIBE F2120 will be presented
at Nordbygg in Stockholm 5–8 April
and will go on sale in the summer.

LENA MÅRDH
Lives: Markaryd, Sweden.
Age: 31 years.
Hobbies: “I draw, run and spend
time with my family and friends.
I try to do things that make me
feel good.”

NIBE’s very own
underdog took home
the winning F2120 design

A competition was announced to design the new air/water heat
pump F2120, and three design companies entered. NIBE’s production technician Lena Mårdh also wanted to throw her hat into the
ring. She took up the challenge with her own design – and won.
THE CONSTRUCTION DEPARTMENT HAD just
learned that I was a trained product designer
and wondered whether I shouldn’t submit a
contribution to the competition. I was keen to
show what I could do, so I knew from the start
that I wanted to enter,” says Lena Mårdh.
A trained product designer, but employed
as a production technician, she saw the contest as a chance to unleash her creativity.
With only two weeks before the deadline
Lena Mårdh got the product outline for the
NIBE F2120. Her design began to take form
based on the dimensions and different sizes of
the product, and the positioning of the fan.
“I wanted to have a stylish design that
would fit into NIBE’s range, but also look new
and more modern. It had to be easy to manufacture and not have too many components.
Lena Mårdh used clean lines in shaping the
design and kept the colouring in the same
style – specifically because NIBE F2120 should
fit in easily.
“It is a product that
will not be seen very often, but when it is seen
it has to look good,” she
says.

THEN CAME THE DAY WHEN the jury would

select a winner from the anonymous contributions. Three design companies which had
taken part from the start were voted out.
The two final contributions came from NIBE’s
designer Lars-Erik Karlsson and Lena Mårdh.
There was a close vote between these two,
but with a few extra votes, Lena’s design was
announced the winner.
“I was so happy when I found out I had
won. Of course I had hoped I’d win, but I
was up against design companies who work
on these things all the time. Now I’ve got
confirmation of my capabilities,” she says and
continues:
“I have a real passion for design, and it
feels good and very motivating to know that
you have created something that will be in
somebody’s home.”
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“At its launch the inverter
and variable-speed control
were compared to a car’s
accelerator.”
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AFTER TEN YEARS OF

VARIABLE-SPEED CONTROL!
– INVERTER CONTROLLED GROUND SOURCE HEAT PUMP FOR EVERY HOME FROM NIBE
At Nordbygg 2006 the unique, brand new
NIBE Fighter 1250 stole the show. The
future had arrived in the form of inverter
and variable-speed control. The heat pump
went from being only on or off, to adjusting to the needs of the house. Now ten
years have passed and the inverter has in
effect become the standard at NIBE.
Just in time for the anniversary, we are
launching two new versions of NIBE
F1155/1255, securing our status with a
wide range on the market.

versions – NIBE F1155 without water
heater and NIBE F1255 with 180 litre
heater.
“Even with speed control there are
different options for a more or less
specialised product,” says Per.
“Manufacturers of small houses and
others building new houses with low
energy requirements also wanted to have
inverter control, but had no need
whatsoever to go as high as 16 kW, and
often needed less than 4kW. Now we also
made the investment cost over 1,000
euros cheaper for the customer.

NIBE
GROUND SOURCE HEAT PUMPS
WITH INVERTER CONTROL

▲▲▲

Without water heater
NIBE F1155-6
NIBE F1155-12
NIBE F1155-16

▲▲ ▲

“It was an exciting time and we were
genuine pioneers,” says Per Törnkvist,
product manager for NIBE geothermal in
Sweden.
“The technology was completely new
and we had a clear advantage. We started
from the idea that a heat pump could
only be on or off to the idea that it could
always create the right effect for every
situation. This in turn meant that we
could cater for many different buildings
with one and the same product.
The wide range of effects also allowed
for large energy savings, since it didn’t
need additional electricity when it was
very cold outside! ”
At its launch the inverter and
variable-speed control were compared to
a car’s accelerator. Without it, the car
would either stand still or driving at full
speed, but thanks to the accelerator the
same engine can both crawl through a
village and race down the motorway.
In the beginning, the speed control
only came in one size, 4-16 kW. It made
it possible to warm up even large houses
without additional electricity, but
without being too big for lesser needs.
But experience soon led to the development of NIBE F1255 with a new display,
new technology and a little brother at
1.5–6 kW. Both sizes available in two

With water heater
NIBE F1255-6
NIBE F1255-12
NIBE F1255-16

NOW COMES THE MIDDLE-WEIGHT.

At this year’s presentation at Nordbygg
it is time for NIBE to take the next step.
When we will launch the middle-weight
in this range: NIBE F1255/1155 at 3–12
kW.
“We have learned a lot over the years,”
says Per.
“One size does not suit everybody, but
with three sizes, all of which are highly
flexible, we have truly reached a place
where we believe that we can satisfy the
vast majority of needs on the market very
well.
The new model is a perfect size for the
tens of thousands of 1.5 floor houses built
in the 70s before the advent of exhaust
systems. But also for newly-built small
houses.
“With a total of six different inverter
controlled ground source heat pumps we
will certainly have a complete range of
inverter ground source for the one family
market.
“This is where the future lies – and we
have known it for ten years.”■
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THE NIBE F750 HAS A SISTER
PRODUCT: NIBE F730
When the NIBE F750 was launched six years ago it was a great success. Now NIBE
has developed an additional product – the NIBE F730.
“For us it is always about being at the forefront. With the NIBE F730 we can offer
our customers even more alternatives,” says Roger Johnsson, product manager.
The NIBE F730 is aimed at two customer categories: manufacturers of single family homes, and the replacement market
– that is to say households with an older heat pump that, for
whatever reason, needs replacing.
“We are opening up to new demographics, as the same
time as we maintain the old ones,” says Roger Johnsson.
“The new exhaust air heat pump is 10cm lower than its sister
product, the NIBE F750, and it has a new function that allows
it to work with a very low exhaust flow, as low as 21 litres per
second.
“In addition, it can cope with very low exhaust air temperatures, which is perfect, for example, when used in summer
homes and the indoor temperature is decreased to save even
more energy, because there is no one at home.

NIBE F730 lacks certain functions which the NIBE F750 has,
including a volume tank and the possibility of connecting an
external insert. No volume tank also means that it cannot be
connected to NIBE’s air supply model SAM 40.
“But most customers do not need these functions.
That is why we have developed the sister product,” says
Roger Johnsson.
“We have got rid of a few things, but also improved others. Now we are right on target,” he continues.
The advantage of this stripping down is that it has also
made possible the construction of the NIBE F730, providing a
very installation friendly product.
“For us it is always about being at the forefront. With the
NIBE F730 we can offer our customers even more alternatives,” says Roger Johnsson.
EXPERT NEWS
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Evensmarter homes with new NIBE partners.
NIBE Uplink's ability to connect to and control your heat pump over the internet is unique. We are now
taking things a step further with the opportunity for 3rd parties to integrate with NIBE Uplink via API.
First out of the blocks are Schneider Electric, where you will be able to control and check your NIBE heat
pump via their Wiser system.
SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC HAVE invested
heavily in smart homes and on developing
solutions that are really easy to use. Their
Wiser system is a good example of this.
The normal thermostats on the radiators
are replaced with wireless digital thermostats that are connected to room sensors
and a central unit. The system keeps an
eye on consumption, smart connections
– and now even
NIBE Heat pumps.
"The systems talk fluently to each other,
"says Andreas Johnsson who is product
manager for NIBE Ground Source Heat
Pumps.
"In NIBE Uplink, you specify which
thermostats are to be connected to the
heat pump, and this then becomes a
further control signal from Wiser.

It is great for us that we not only have
our own app, but that major players within
the smart home technology sector like
our technology so much that they
allow it to be integrated with their
own systems.
"It is clear to us that the heat
pumps of the future will not
just be cost efficient thanks to
new designs – but at least just
as much due to different types
of intelligent control.
"Therefore, we have developed an API so that anyone who
wants to can develop systems for
our products. A NIBE customer
should be able to use any smart-home
system they want to – that is our goal."

New opportunities for

NIBE SPLIT!
WE ARE NOW LAUNCHING ”THE SPLIT
BOX” NIBE HBS05 – a solution that means

Photos: Sven Persson

that the NIBE Split's outdoor unit can be
connected to different NIBE VVM or SMO.
Because the connection between the
outdoor and indoor units of the NIBE Split
is made by refrigerant, this has previously
not been possible. In simple terms, with
the new box the energy is transferred from
the refrigerant to a water circuit. At the
same time, it is also possible to connect
several NIBE Split outdoor units in a cascade

connection.
"NIBE Split is a much wanted member of
the family", says Jonas Thörnqvist who is responsible for air/water heat pumps at NIBE.
THE NIBE HBS05 WILL BE LAUNCHED
AT Nordbygg 2016. Shortly, NIBE Split will
also be expanded with a completely new
outdoor unit of 16 kW, which means that
the range can now cover most requirements.
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NIBE TAKES THE TECHNOLOGY
WITHIN VENTILATION A STEP
FURTHER

At Nordbygg, 5th-8th April, NIBE will launch the new ventilation unit – ERS 10-500.
"It functions as an accessory and is controlled from the air/
water or ground source heat pump. Together, the two of
them make up an unusual concept," says Roger Johnsson,
product manager for exhaust air and ventilation.

THE NEW VENTILATION HEAT EXCHANGER ERS 10-500 HAS BEEN PRODUCED
AND DEVELOPED OVER THE LAST EIGHTEEN MONTHS .

It will shortly be presented at the Nordbygg fair.
"We want to show that this is a very
important area for us, therefore we are
choosing to invest even more. To many
people we are suppliers of heating and
hot water, but we also a ventilation supplier", says Roger Johnsson.

The exchanger is controlled from the
main unit and together they comprise a
complete system solution.
"Previously, the ventilation heat exchanger was a standalone product for us.
So this package solution simplifies things
for the customer, because everything is
available from a single supplier and the
installation is cheaper. This also means
that, among other things, the customer
and/or installer can connect the whole
system to the internet via NIBE Uplink™.

UPDATED WITH TODAY'S technology,

NIBE HAS PRODUCED OTHER PRODUCTS WITHIN THE VENTILATION AREA

the new heat exchanger is more modern
and efficient. With the help of a communication cable it becomes one with the
unit, which can be an air/water or ground
source heat pump.

that still do not have a launch date. This
includes the ERS 20-250 ventilation heat
exchanger, which has the same function
as the ERS 10-500.
"But the ERS 20-250 is a different

type. It has been developed to be mounted on the ceiling and therefore takes
up less space in the room", says Roger
Johnsson.
ANOTHER PRODUCT THAT is being tested
and evaluated across Europe at the moment is decentralised ventilation. A small
gadget that is installed in the wall that
contains a fan and a ceramic substance.
The purpose is to ventilate the room it
is located in and it is intended for those
with older buildings that do not have
mechanical ventilation.
"Often these houses have poor indoor
climates. Installing a central ventilation
system with the necessary ducting can be
both extensive and expensive.
That is where this product comes in.
EXPERT NEWS
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HERE COMES

SMART ENERGY SOURCE

– the control module selects the right heat
for the customer
One of NIBE's specialities is the option to dock different
heat sources to one heat pump, indoor unit or SMO. With
the completely new Smart Energy Source software, the
NIBE product can also select which of the connected heat
sources to use, depending on the price or environmental
impact.
ONE OF THE GREATEST ADVANTAGES OF NIBE IS THAT THE CUSTOMER CAN connect district heating, wood boiler, solar panels and
other energy sources to their heating system. Now there is a unique improvement of this with the launch of Smart Energy Source, included in
the upcoming software update for all New Generation control modules.
Regardless of whether it is SMO, heat pumps or indoor modules.
Smart Energy Source obtains data about CO2 emissions and costs
for the different systems connected. For district heating the customer
enters the calendar and prices and for electricity this can be obtained
automatically from NordPool. Depending on whether priority is given to
the price or environment, the system then selects the heat source.
"We have successfully included heat sources that we cannot control",
says Michael Lindahl who is product manager for air/water heat pumps
at NIBE.
"When heat is produced by burning wood or solar power, the system
interprets it as free heating and gives it priority.
Smart Energy Source will be available
for SMO and VVM in the spring and for
FLVP and BVP later in the year.

COMPACT SC

ADAPTS THE HOT WATER TO YOUR
ROUTINES
THE ELECTRIC WATER HEATER, Compact SC, learns
the pattern of hot water usage in the home. The function
is called Smart Control and means that the water heater
remembers the previous week's consumption and adjusts the
temperature for the week ahead to give the minimal energy
consumption.
"If there is no one at home using hot water, the water
heater does not heat to the same extent as it would normally. The Smart Control first kicks in when the learnt consumption occurs" says Mats Hellström, commercial product
manager for boilers and water heaters.
For customers this means that costs and energy consumption are further reduced. And the investment in Compact SC
pays for itself within a few years.
THE REQUIREMENTS FOR ENERGY LABELLING mean that
a smart water heater must save at least seven percent. NIBE
has measured as much as nine percent compared to water
heaters without Smart Control.
"We are looking forward to
this new feature and how it will
make our customers' daily lives
easier.
Moreover, with the Compact
SC, we are strengthening our
position as a supplier of water
heaters even more", Mats Hellström continues.
The smart water heater
is now available for sale
In the event that
and it will be on display at
the
learned
pattern must
Nordbygg.
be interrupted, you can
go into the software and
switch from ”smart”
mode to ”manual” or
”holiday”.
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Sven Hallbeck and Richard Carlholmer hold solar panel courses in Markaryd.

THE INTEREST IN

SOLAR PANELS
IS GREATER THAN EVER

In step with the significantly increased demand in the market for solar panels, NIBE
started arranging solar panel courses for HVAC installers and electricians.
At the end of March, a day was arranged in Stockholm, where 70 participants wee
expected. More than twice that number turned up.
EXPERT NEWS
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR
SOLAR PANELS
Height:1,640 mm
Width: 992 mm
Depth:
40 mm
Weight:
19 kg

NIBE'S REGIONAL MANAGERS IN Stockholm deemed that the interest in solar
panels in the capital city was so great that
a solar course should be arranged. They
could not have been more right.
"We thought that around 70 would
come, but in fact more than 140 applied.
Interested parties from neighbouring regions also came", says Richard Carlholmer,
key account manager.
NIBE'S SOLAR TRAINING COURSES at
Markaryd have also been very popular.
The courses held in February and March
were fully booked, as is the next course on
the 19th April.
"We have had to plan another two new
courses on 25th April and 27th May. This
is, once again, confirmation that there is
great interest in solar cells.
Why do think your training attracts
so many people?
"I see two reasons. Partly because our
regional managers, who are completely

sold on the perfect combination of solar
cells and heat pump, have enthused a lot
of installers. Partly because of the overall
increase in interest in Sweden, with input
from both the press and TV. I don't think
that it will be too long before we Swedes
will find ourselves discussing solar panels
during coffee breaks at work.
RECENTLY NIBE'S 6 and 9 kW solar panel
packages were released, which means that
there are now packages for 3, 6 and 9 kW
with 12, 22 or 36 solar panels.
"We are alone in having a ready-to-use
package. Our motto is that it must not be
complicated. For us it is about being easy
to choose, easy to order, easy to install
and sell. In addition, we have the responsibility of ensuring that the components
work together.
IN TOTAL THERE ARE FOUR roof mount-

ings, which are suitable for tiled roofs,
metal roofs, seamed metal roofs and felt

roofs. This means that in addition to new
builds, NIBE's solar panels are also suitable for existing houses and properties.
SWEDEN IS A LONG WAY behind many
other countries regarding solar energy.
There are several reasons for this; very
low electricity prices, and that solar panel
packages were previously very expensive,
have played a part. But Sven Hallbeck,
who is product manager for solar-electricity at NIBE, is convinced that solar energy
is the next big thing for the property
market.
"We can now depend on many years'
experience from Germany and Denmark
for example. Environmental thinking is
growing in strength, prices are falling and
there is a short pay-off time and a solar
package has an extremely long service life.
"We have worked with renewable
energy for many years now and energy
saving is close to our hearts", he continues.
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NIBE launches multisplit and
unique hot water module
More uniform heat distribution and better comfort. Soon it will be possible to have several indoor modules for the air/air heat pump thanks to multisplit. And with the unique
hot water module, the house will be climate smart and hot water will be cheaper.

N

IBE entered the market for air/
air heat pumps in the autumn of
2014. This year the ARIA range
is being further expanded by multisplit
and the AG-DW10 hot water module.
"With multisplit, there is the option
to heat more than one place in the home.
For example, if you have a home with two
floors, you can have an indoor module for
each floor. This gives more uniform heat
distribution and better comfort" says Michael Lindahl, product manager for air/
air.
In just the same way as with single
split, both low and high hanging indoor
modules are available for multisplit. The
low mounted unit has a lower noise level and is specially developed to spread
heat in an optimal way.
With multisplit there is also a remote
control with iFEEL function, an integrated sensor that measures and controls the temperature in the room.
"The multisystem can also run the indoor temperature down to 10 degrees.
For this reason, it is perfect for summer
cottages and is available with accessories allowing the heat pump to be controlled directly from a mobile phone, via
our app.
The hot water module AG-DW10 is
seen as an accessory and works together with multisplit. The module ensures
that the water is heated at the same time
that hot air is blown into the house. In
the summer when the house is cooled,

the excess heat is stored in the hot water
tank.
"Normally in the summer the heat is
blown out of the outdoor module, which
is really a waste of energy. However,
with AG-DW10 it is recovered which
also heats the water", he says.

Michael Lindahl sees the hot water
module as the ultimate accessory to
maximize the function of the air/air
heat pump.
"It is a completely unique product
that we at NIBE are extremely proud
of", he says.

NIBE FINANCING REDUCES THE COSTS!
NIBE FINANCING IN COLLABORATION with Ikano Bank has been a

great success and a good sales tool for many.

We are now also reducing the interest and discontinuing the arrangement fees altogether!

"Many people don't wish to mortgage their home for a heating
installation", says NIBE's marketing manager Magnus Axelsson.
"In addition, it isn't always as favourable as it seems if you include
all the costs for mortgage deeds etc. in the calculations. NIBE Financing gives very quick decisions and, as an installer, you know that the
customer has the money immediately.

FROM NOW the interest rate is 5.8 percent and the arrangement fee

has been discontinued completely. There were already no further
fees for those choosing to pay by autogiro.

0 SEK ARRANGEMENT FEE applies up to and including 31st August

2016.
EXPERT NEWS
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New pellet boiler with
EVERYTHING
INCLUDED
The Pellux 200E comes complete with burner, automatic
shunt and integrated plate heat exchanger for hot water.
An integrated lambda probe gives better combustion in
the new pellet boiler, which results in less environmental
impact and less sensitivity to variations in pellet quality.
THE PELLUX 200E WILL BE launched
in June. The pellet boiler is a ready-touse unit for heating, the customer only
has to provide a pellet augur and pellet
store.
The new pellet boiler is sold including
a lambda probe, automatic shunt, plate
heat exchanger and integrated burner.
The lambda probe, which senses the
excess oxygen in the flue gases, is not
actually new technology. That said, it
was previously expensive to install.
"Due to the increase in environmental regulations for biofuels, it stands to
reason for NIBE that the lambda probe
should be integrated into the new Pellux

200E," says Mats Hellström, commercial
product manager for boilers and water
heaters.
BECAUSE THE Pellux 200E is purchased
including the burner, the price can be
significantly cut. This in turn opens it up
to a wider target group, who want to
invest in alternative heating methods for
less outlay.
"In addition, a pellet boiler is a good
value alternative for those who do not
want to use logs or oil for example", he
says.

For the consumer, the Pellux 200E
will have a recommended price of
around 49,500 SEK.

VISIT FROM VEINGE EMERGENCY RADIO ASSOCIATION
AT THE END OF FEBRUARY NIBE

received a visit from nearly 40 farmers
who together make up the Veinge
emergency radio association.
"They go on study visits in connection with their Annual General Meeting. This year we were the fortunate
host" says Mats Hellström, commercial product manager for boilers and
water heaters.
ONE OF THE MEMBERS OF THE ASSOCIATION is Anders Persson. He is the

Elektriska AB in Veinge. As a faithful
installer of NIBE products, he has sold
over 300 heat pumps to customers
and has installed heat pumps for
around 20 members of the Veinge
emergency radio association.
"He is almost unique in having sold
so widely", says Mats Hellström.
In addition to their annual meeting,
the 37 farmers were given a tour of
both the water heater factory and the
heat pump production. Then it was
back to the fertile plains of Halland.

Photos: Sven Persson
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NIBE WORLD WIDE
NIBE Energy Systems is the market leader for domestic heating products in the
Nordic countries, Poland and the Czech Republic. Customers are the RMI sector
(Renovation, Maintenance, Improvement) and the new housing market.
The parent company NIBE Industrier AB (registered office in Markaryd, Sweden) has been quoted
on the Stockholm Stock Exchange’s O list since 1997.
NIBE Industrier is a European heating technology company whose business operations are organised in three separate business areas: NIBE Element, NIBE Energy Systems and NIBE Stoves.

T

he fact that we are now represented in some 40 markets
across Europe is a huge opportunity in
itself. If we then add our healthy profitability and the new product platform
that we have introduced, we have never
before enjoyed better conditions for
continuing along our path of international commercial development.

The marketing message on all the
international markets we work with
has evolved from “A world of opportunities” to “Energy for life”. This clearly
indicates what we ourselves feel: that
after many years of intensive development of our product offer and our
geographical market expansion, we can
supply a global market with sustainable

energy solutions for indoor climate
comfort and thus safeguard the future
environment.

www.nibe.eu

